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Defining genocide

1948 Genocide Convention•
…any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in 
whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as 
such:
(a) Killing members of the group;
(b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;
(c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to 
bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;
(d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;
(e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. 



Narrow scope

compared with broader concept of ‘crimes •
against humanity’
intentional physical destruction•

excludes ‘cultural genocide’, ‘ethnic cleansing’–
International Court of Justice decision in Bosnia v. –
Serbia of 26/2/07

national, ethnic, racial or religious groups•
excludes political groups–



Convention definition widely 
accepted

confirmed in Rome Statute of International Criminal Court (art. 6)•
implementing legislation of Rome Statute–
German Code of International Crimes–
but most European States’ legislation lack full implementation of Genocide –
Convention

some States ‘improve’ upon the definition•
French Code pénal covers groups defined by ‘tout critère arbitraire’–
Spain, Portugal include ‘social groups’, but then remove them–
but most confirm Convention definition–

Austria (Penal Code, art. 321); Bulgaria (Penal Code, art. 416); Czech Republic (Penal Code, art. 259; •
Hungary (Penal Code, art. 137); Italy (Act of 9 October 1967); Netherlands (Act of 2 July 1964 
implementing the Convention on Genocide); Portugal (Decree-Law no. 48/95, Penal Code, art. 239); 
Romania (Penal Code, art. 357); Slovenia (Penal Code, 1994, ch. 35, art. 373); Spain (Penal Code, 
1996, art. 607); Sweden (Act of 20 March 1963) 

some states have yet to ratify Genocide Convention•
Latvia, Malta–



Prevention of genocide

Convention for the Prevention and Punishment of the •
Crime of Genocide
in recent ruling, International Court of Justice says:•

‘[t]he obligation to prevent the commission of the crime of genocide 
is imposed by the Genocide Convention on any State party which, in 
a given situation, has it in its power to contribute to restraining in 
any degree the commission of genocide… [T]he obligation to 
prevent genocide places a State under a duty to act which is not 
dependent on the certainty that the action to be taken will succeed 
in preventing the commission of acts of genocide, or even on the 
likelihood of that outcome.’



Incitement of genocide

incitement an important indicator •
for genocide

Streicher, Fritzche at Nuremberg–
Rwanda (Media trial)–
Bosnia, Darfur ?–

Convention addresses ‘inchoate’•
(that is, incomplete) crimes 

conspiracy to commit genocide–
attempted genocide–
‘direct and public incitement to commit –
genocide’

Leon Mugesera, 
condemned for 
incitement in Rwanda 
in 1992 by Supreme 
Court of Canada, 
2005



Direct and public incitement

included in Rome Statute•
but not for war crimes, crimes against humanity–

incitement of all crimes is also punishable•
but for ‘indirect’ and ‘private’ incitement, –
there must be a result

reluctance to encroach upon freedom of •
expression



Ahmadinejad’s recent remarks

“As the Imam said, Israel must be 
wiped off the map.”

26 October 2005, Al-Jazeera–

“We say that this fake regime [Israel] 
cannot logically continue to live.”

25 April 2006, Al-Jazeera–



Denial of genocide

judicial confirmation of genocide•
Rwanda Tribunal, in Karamera, takes –
judicial notice of genocide
International Court of Justice recognizes –
genocide in Srebrenica (1995) but not 
during Bosnian war generally

Loi Gayssot in France•
an offence to contest crimes –
against humanity as basis for 
Nuremberg judgment

debates about ‘genocide’•
Darfur, Cambodia–



Recommendations

universal ratification of Genocide Convention•
implementation of crime of ‘direct and public •
incitement’ to commit genocide

requirement of Rome Statute–
address ‘denial’ as a form of hate propaganda•

legitimate debate about legal characterization–
litmus test: recognition of ‘crimes against humanity’–
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